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Fund Position Accumulative Yesterday 

Corn -128,505 -12,000 

Soybeans 13,763 -12,000 

Soybean Meal 63,986 -2,000 

Soybean Oil -32,016 -3,000 

Chicago Wheat -127,649 -12,000 

KC Wheat 5,912 0 

CORN: LOWER 
Headline pressure yesterday encouraged fund selloff 
pushing the market lower causing July to close just shy of 
20-cents lower and December futures to close just over 6-
cents lower. Reports followed by the official release of the 
extension of the Black Sea grain corridor for another 60 
days continued the risk off trading from the funds. Then 
China canceled another 272K mt yesterday morning really 
hammering old crop lower and in turn also pushing old crop 
spreads weaker with CN/U softening just over a dime 
yesterday. This morning corn is trading lower overnight 
with July down another 11.25-cents and December down 
another 6-cents. This week’s export sales report is only 
going to add to the fire fueling the selloff with another week 
of cancelations causing negative old crop sales. This 
week’s net cancelation of 13.3 Mil Bu beats the previous 
low (-12.4) two weeks ago by 900K Bu making it the worst 
week for export sales this marketing year. New crop corn 
did see at least see some sales with 2.9 Mil Bu sold, but 
definitely nothing to write home about.  
At the break, CN23 11 ½ lower. 

 
SOYBEANS: LOWER 

Day 3 of the debacle is in full force but losing it’s power it 

appears for now at least.  The overnight session is still near its 

lows, but down only 9+ cents in N and 8+ cents in X.  Weather 

is cool and dry in forecasts for most of the corn belt, so progress 

on planting should proceed in most areas unabated.  Watching 

the rains in the dry SW section of the growing region, one will 

wonder how much of the abandoned wheat acreage will make 

it into beans.  With the weed crop coming behind the poor wheat 

stands; beans would seem a better fit to use roundup on the 

weeds then plant beans.  Milo won’t work with glyphosate and 

the weeds would not be as thoroughly killed by tillage.  

Increased double crop acreage will be a cap to any rallies after 

this sell off.  We will also need to watch the N.Dakota and MN 

progress along the Red River this week.  Some corn acreage 

could move to beans as they have a later plant date without any 

penalty to insurance.  That said, farming PP up there seems to 

have become the norm for some producers. Export sales 

disappointing in OC, but low expectations keep it from being 

that negative.  NC sales well above expectations.  IN FACT, 

they were more than double the highest guess.  Not extremely 

supportive, but still a positive for NC.  Low prices are starting to 

find buyers.  OI in BO and SM both up, but oil below 50 cents 

is really kicking up the end user coverage yesterday it appears.  

Still seem to be missing on some meal sales though for export, 

IMO. 

 

Beans: V-270,236/OI-635,910(-6,250) Meal: V-145,977/OI-

473,115(+6,392); Oil: V-315,049/OI-532,787(+13,365) 

At the break, SN23 10 ¾ lower. 

WHEAT: LOWER 

The grain market was under pressure yesterday, with 
Chicago wheat and soybeans leading losses. KC wheat 
fought the pressure to start the day but closed 9-11 cents 
following reports that the Black Sea grain deal was 
extended for 60 days. Russia has metered shipments from 
Ukraine by delaying inspections, which will continue to be 
the case going forward. Export sales showed net 
cancellations of 42k MT for old crop and 336k MT sold for 
23/24. HRW was reported to Nigeria for old crop, but the 
rest of the activity was for new crop. The poor HRW crop 
will need to be replaced in U.S. demand, and that will 
come from imports from the EU, which have been entering 
Tampa, but could/should expand to more ports. The day 2 
yield estimate from the wheat tour was released at 27.5 
bu/ac, but that only reflects the fields that weren’t, or won’t 
be, abandoned, which makes the number less significant. 
Look for losses to continue, with HRW overpriced in the 
market and needing to correct. 
At the break, KWN23 was 28 ½ lower 
 
CATTLE: STEADY-HIGHER 
Nearby cattle futures responding higher late in the session 
yesterday to maybe some better-sounding cash cattle markets.  
We did see some small volume trade online in TX yesterday 
morning at $170, steady with last week’s biz there, before some 
$176-177 live and $280 dressed business developed in the North 
later in the day.  That’d be fully steady if not a touch higher than 
last week’s averages there.  This week’s kill estimates still sound 
similar to last week’s 646K solid total and packers may need to be 
a bit more active with inventory procurement this week.  Bigger 
production continues to have the cutout under some pressure, 
however, and now particularly so in that beef 50’s market we’d 
followed here for the past several weeks which at $1.83 is a quick 
20 cents off its highs in less than a week.  Official pre-report 
estimates for tomorrow’s monthly COF report show the industry 
looking for a May 1 on feed count at 96.7%, April placements 
95.9%, and April marketing at 90.0%, the latter two impacted by 
one less business day this year than last.  This will be an eighth 
consecutive month of y/y declines in both placement numbers and 
the on feed inventory.   
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